Other Elite Products

Elite Trailers
Since 1995, Elite Trailer has built a reputation for
producing the finest quality, all
available.
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Motorsport Trailers

aluminum trailer

Supported by skilled and dedicated

employees, the original owners continue to manage
and oversee the business on a day to day basis.
With almost 250,000 square feet of manufacturing &
service space under roof, the facility was designed and
built with a single goal; the efficient manufacturing of
the world’s finest custom aluminum trailers! Elite has
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invested substantial resources in tooling, our computer
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controlled machine tools are second to none. Other
capital improvements such as fixturing improve the fit,
finish, & structural integrity of our finished trailers. Our
manufacturing processes allow us to spend more time
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on the details without increasing the price of the trailer.
From a distance, most trailers look similar; at Elite we
invite you to look closely at our trailer to discover the
Elite Difference.
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Custom Motorsport Trailers

Elite Race Haulers demonstrate our strengths while showcasing our finest work.
Elite Race Haulers are the elite of race haulers.
Individually designed, engineered and constructed for
specific owner needs, Elite Race Haulers have the character,
aesthetics and nuts-and-bolts functionality with the fit and
finish racers want and deserve.
Inside and out, our race haulers are fabricated from
the most appropriate mix of high-grade aluminum and
other materials to deliver long-lasting durability and
good looks.

Our designers, engineers and custom interior builders
are capable of turning a trailer into a complete, wellorganized workshop or machine shop on wheels, including
living quarters with all the comforts of home.

No matter what you do, from a sportsman or pro racer
to a vendor on the midway, if you can dream it; we can
build it! We can build a unique, custom-designed trailer
to suit both your personality and your needs. .

Road ability, aerodynamics and custom exterior graphics
are all taken into account and designed to make Elite
Race Haulers a complete combination of aesthetics and
practical value .

We urge you to compare our craftsmanship, our
capability to deliver what you want and the performance
of our trailers to anybody else. We think you’ll agree
there is a quality difference you can actually see.
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